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Supplies
Ok,  lets gather supplies, some fabric from a stash, an old shirt, a table cloth, it can be
anything already inside your home. I use a hoop to hold the fabric tight and I'm always

pinching them from other projects if I can't get out.  The thread is DMC cotton, but
again, use what you have. Black thread as an outline is minimal and classic if you have

no suitable colours. Scissors and a needle round out what you need! 

Transferring a pattern
To transfer the pattern onto your fabric there's two methods to choose from. You can
trace it under the iPad, the bright screen helping. There's free light box apps that you

can use to help if you need. 
The second method is my favourite. I print, or trace the pattern onto paper, stick it to a

window with sunlight and trace onto the fabric. A pencil is easy, or a washable fabric
marker, if you need to you can use pen, but I wouldn't recommend it as you may be able

to see the pen mark when you've finished. 
 

Place the fabric in the hoop, the opposite way you normally would so that you have
close contact with the paper pattern. Once traced, take the fabric out, flip it back so it's

sitting on top of the hoop, making it easier to stitch.



Stitch Guide

I have stitched this using DMC threads, and a size 7 needle. This comes as 6 strands of
thread, you will need to split this into 3 strands to stitch. I've shared a little tutorial on

how I do this on my Instagram page. Tip, go slowly. 
 

This pattern is only two stitch styles, satin and split.



Split Stitch

This stitch is similar to back stitch. Start as you would a back stitch, making one stitch, then
come back up a small distance in front of this stitch. Now you'll bring your needle down

through the threads of the first stitch, splitting them. Then you continue this stitch along the
stem line, under and over, going back into your previous stitch. When you're splitting this

stitch, stay close to the end of the previous stitch, not the middle or top. This helps to create a
smooth line of thread, rather than seeing the gaps between your thread.

 
To create gentle curves, keep your stitches short.



Satin Stitch

Satin stitch is a quick way to fill a space with colour. In this pattern I've used three different colours
to colour the flower petals. To begin, knot the end of your thread and come from under the fabric,
up through and over to the opposite edge of the petal. Go back under and come up from the spot
close to where you began, take the needle over to the edge again and place it down as close to the

last stitch as you can with out going back through where you've been. Because I'm using two
different colours, I've fanned out the stitches. Then I come back through with the next colour and

fill in the gaps. 
 

Consider the direction the petal is sitting as this is the direction you want to make your stitches. 



Dipodium roseum - hyacinth orchid

‘Hope’



Thread palette - Hyacinth Orchid 
DMC cotton thread

Root - 3064

Stem - 779

Center of large orchid - 3865

Top orchid buds - 150

Spots - 154

Orchid petals lower stem -
3727

Orchid petals  lower stem - 23

Orchid petals mid stem - 3688



Split stitch the stem. 
 

Satin stitch root. Instead of finishing this stitch
underneath I knotted on top to give some wiggly roots.

Satin stitch the top buds.  The top buds are darker,
slowing becoming lighter as you move down the stem.

Continue the satin stitch to fill the flowers of the mid
stem. Use a few different colours in each bud and

petal to create some depth in the flowers. 

Complete the last orchid with satin stitch. 

Add in the spots, scattering a few over the petals. Do
this as a single stitch in the small petals, a few satin
stitches together for the bigger ones. These stitches

should run in a different direction to the satin stitches,
sitting over top, keeping a gentle tension so not to

squash the bottom thread.



And that's the end, you've stitched a little orchid! Close your hoop off by
trimming the fabric so you have 3-4cms around the hoop. a running stitch

pulled tight will close the hoop neatly.
 I hope it bought you some peace, a distraction, or is even just sitting in your

'one day maybe I'll try that' pile.
 

 I'd love to see your finished piece so please reach out and share! You can
find me on Instagram @kaciewiththread


